Control boxes for turf irrigation systems

Plymouth irrigation boxes are made of a strong, tough thermoplastic material especially suitable for underground use. They’re lighter in weight, easier to handle and less brittle than the cast iron or concrete boxes. And, the covers feature molded-in green color to blend-in-with rather than stick-out-of your turf. Rectangular boxes have snap locking covers; 10" round boxes have twist lock covers; and 6" round boxes have snap fitting covers. All boxes nest for simplified storage. AMETEK, Plymouth Products Division, 502 Indiana Avenue, Sheboygan, WI 53081. (414) 457-9435.

AMETEK PLYMOUTH PRODUCTS DIVISION

represented in Florida by:
Richard Dunn
R&D Associates
502 N.W. 7th Street
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(305) 278-5271

Boxes stocked in Tampa for immediate delivery throughout Florida.
I' m a Graduate from Flymo University

By Mike Bailey
The Falls Country Club

There is a theory that people work hard and upgrade themselves until they ultimately reach their level of incompetency. If you can agree with this theory, there are some interesting points to analyze. I remember a professor in college analyzing this theory. Back then, it really made very little sense to me. However, after being out in the real world and dealing with employees for the last ten years, "the incompetency theory" does make sense.

This theory holds true for everybody that works for a living, whether you are a flymo operator or a golf course superintendent. There are really two types of working class people. Those who work up the ladder and those who do not. The individual that works up the ladder is not a problem. This type of person sets goals, achieves them, and continues to strive upward. Within the golf course maintenance staff, this usually is the upper half of the entire department. There usually are enough goals and rewards to satisfy these people.

1. At the top of the ladder, the golf course superintendent sets goals and can achieve job satisfaction.
   
   (When this does not occur, we typically associate the club as a musical chair type, where the salary is too low, the club impossible to satisfy or perhaps the superintendent incompetent.)

2. At the next level, hopefully the assistant superintendent is hardworking and striving to become a superintendent themself, therefore the rewards are high and motivating.
   
   (When this does not occur, either the assistant is restrained to move onward by upper management, burdened with personal liabilities such as the lack of formal education along with financial limitations to obtain such, or simply the assistant feeling unqualified to move on.)

3. Next, the mechanic too can have goals. Not so much the goal to move beyond the role of the mechanic because he is usually specially trained for that specific field, but to achieve satisfaction within this department. To achieve ultimate satisfaction, whereby nothing breaks down would be idealistic, because even a perfect machine requires maintenance. Therefore, at this level, satisfaction is one huge task.

   (When satisfaction does not occur, unfortunately the mechanic is being restricted by the repairs budget, being given rotty old equipment that's impossible to repair, or simply does not have the desire to be proud of his machinery.)

4. The foreman, spray technician and the remaining upper half of the crew can foresee advancement and therefore set their goals to work hard and move up the ladder. At this level, there can be a great deal of employee satisfaction because good workers are constantly in demand.

   (If this does not happen, we typically find the remaining sector of the crew is generally untrained and unsatisfied. It is difficult to produce self esteem at this level and difficult to maintain the staff on the payroll.)

Now for the other half of the crew:

The laborer with low pay, few benefits and little ambition to move upward is the most difficult employee to find and retain.

Let's face it, there is only so much room for the chiefs and the remaining crew staff needs to be the indians.

How can you obtain the indians without having them run off to another camp? One of the simplest cures would be the "money grows on trees" theory and give the employee whatever they ask for in order for them to stay. Obviously this would not fly as budgets would become exhorbitant. So, where do we draw the line? At what stage do we try to help the employee professionally and personally satisfied.

(continued on page 24)
LIQUID AG SYSTEMS INC.

* Highest quality, prescription mixed CLEAR LIQUID FERTILIZERS.
* Dependable flow sensing, metering and injection systems.
* Proven nutritional programs.

TOTAL CONCEPT SERVICE

Now Representing

HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY
Agricultural Chemicals
Pompano Beach

LYKES AGRI SALES
Specialty Dry Fertilizers
Ft. Myers

1-800-432-2249

(305) 971-0022 (813) 332-5565
I hear quite often, fellow superintendents distraught over poor employee morale, lack of attendance and overall poor performance. This problem seems most disheartening because we convince ourselves there is little that we can actually do to help alleviate the problem. To the contrary, there is a great deal we can do to improve employee morale and to create an environment conducive for a superbly maintained golf course.

Our ultimate goal for the so-called lower half of the crew is to create an environment that will satisfy their desires. We are not necessarily talking about extravagant ideas or cost. More to the contrary, these benefits should be relatively standard throughout our industry. Because these benefits are not the standard, those clubs with the better benefits ironically obtain a better crew, all the way down the line to the lowest crewmember on the totem pole. Listed below are relatively standard benefits that should be prevalent for every golf course maintenance department.

1. Vacation:
   - 1 week after 1 year
   - 2 weeks after 2 years
   - 3 weeks after 5 years
2. Medical Plan: Full coverage after 3 months
3. Dental Plan: Paid by employer. At least option for employee to purchase
4. Retirement fund
5. Savings plan
6. Yearly Bonus or Christmas Bonus
7. Opportunity to receive overtime pay
8. Uniforms
9. Lunch program: Purchased at cost through clubhouse or purchased at cost plus
10. Lunch Room facility with:
   - Air conditioning
   - Refrigerator
   - Microwave
   - Vending Machines
   - Personal lockers
11. Golfing privileges
12. Employee tournaments
13. Discounts provided for proshop purchases

I'm sure you could easily add a few more standard equipment items to the list in order for employees to remain on the payroll.

Sadly, considering most golf course maintenance department budgets are lacking in funds, and good employees are difficult to find, the most important item is the retaining of crew members. If we can instill an attitude of incompetency to competent, unfulfilled to fulfilled, unsatisfied to satisfied, lazy to hardworking, tardy to on time, grumpy to cheerful, disagreeable to agreeable, ultimately, the wave of negative feelings can transfer to positive. The feelings at the lower level of the crew can improve to a point where team work will improve. A cohesiveness from the top all the way to the bottom can make even the flymo operator feel as proud as if they're a graduate of Flymo University.

---

**GREENSMOWER ROLLERS**

**Presenting the NEW industry standard**

Here's why:
- **Roller Bearings** – separate radial and thrust bearings
- **Double Seals**
- **Stainless Steel Wear Sleeves**
- **No Wear Surfaces on Shaft**
- **Removable End Pieces**
- **No Springs** – grooved roller segments are clamped rigidly

**Toughness for the most rigorous use**

FOR ORDERS OR INFORMATION DIAL TOLL FREE
1-800-521-8891
IN FLORIDA DIAL 1-800-541-2255
Tel: 305/582-6180
1810 HYPOUX ROAD SUITE D-9 LANTANA, FLORIDA 33462
Club Car's Full Line Of Electric & Gasoline Utility Vehicles

Carryall I
The Multi-Purpose Vehicle

Out Performs - The Carryall I is available in Gasoline or Electric power - the Gasoline 4 cycle/341 cc Engine* is the largest in the industry. The Electric powered Carryall I has components especially manufactured for Club Car, and they provide 25% greater efficiency than the competitors.

Out Maneuvers - The Carryall I has the tightest clearance circle in the industry - 17'6". The True Rack & Pinion Steering* provides a "power steering feel".

Out Toughs - The Carryall I Electric and Gasoline each have exclusive Rust-Free Aluminum Pickup Bed & Frame* making them virtually maintenance free. A heavy duty front bumper and side rub rails give added body protection.

Carryall II
The Heavy Duty Leader

Out Hauls - With the Largest Pickup Bed* (50"x50"x11"/4 cubic feet) and biggest gross payload (one-half ton) in the industry, the Carryall II becomes the most functional, practical and economical vehicle around.

Out Pulls - Club Car's 4 Cycle/341 cc Gasoline Engine*, the largest in the industry, gives the Carryall II the power to haul one-half ton loads all day long without refueling.

Out Lasts - The Carryall II exclusive Rust-Free Aluminum Pickup Bed & Frame* are virtually maintenance free, and the Double Wall Pickup Bed Construction* of light-weight aluminum allows for a longer more productive life span.

* Club Car Exclusive Features.

Club Car
Club Car, Inc./P.O. Box 4658
Augusta, Georgia 30907-0658 U.S.A./404-863-3000
CIBA-GEIGY CONTRIBUTES $50,000 to GCSAA ENDOWMENT FUND

A $50,000 contribution to the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America’s (GCSAA) scholarship and research fund has been made by the Turf & Ornamental Department of the Ciba-Geigy Corp.

The Robert Trent Jones, Sr. Endowment Fund, established by the GCSAA in August, makes scholarships available to outstanding students enrolled in college turfgrass management programs nationwide. The fund works to encourage future leaders among professional golf course superintendents.

"We’re pleased and excited about the opportunity to make a significant contribution to the endowment fund," says Bill Liles, director of Ciba-Geigy’s Turf & Ornamental Department. "Furthering turf research through scholarships for college students is an excellent example of industry, education and the GCSAA working together."

John Schilling, GCSAA executive director, says the endowment fund enables the association to support research in such areas as drought and disease resistant grasses, environmentally sound turf management, and effective water and soil resource conservation.

Director Gerald Faubel, CGCS, chairman of the Scholarship and Research Committee, says the timing and generosity of Ciba-Geigy’s contribution to the endowment fund “indicates the kind of leadership needed to keep our profession strong.”

Liles adds that Ciba-Geigy looks forward to making additional contributions to the turf industry in the years ahead. "We are committed to taking a leadership position in the development of products that prevent disease, insects and weeds from harming our turf. This contribution is the first of many steps we intend to take."

Ciba-Geigy also has re-organized into a new Turf & Ornamental Department to better meet the needs of turf professionals. Key members of this group include Director Bill Liles, Sales Manager John McLeod, Product Manager Joe Prochaska and Dr. Doug Houseworth, senior technical support manager.

Ciba-Geigy recently introduced two products to the turf market — Triumph insecticide and Banner fungicide. The company also markets Subdue fungicide and diazinon for turf use.

FIRE ANT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL EFFECTIVE IN SOUTH AMERICAN FIELD TESTS

By: Julie Graddy

GAINESVILLE — A fungus applied for the first time on fire ant nests in Brazil has killed the pest, says a scientist who has been searching for biological agents to control the imported fire ants.

Jerry Stimac, an entomologist with the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS), who has been working with the fungus in the laboratory for over a year, said this is the first time that researchers have introduced the fungus into the soil of a fire ant nest and observed positive results.

The fire ant-killing fungus was isolated from another site being monitored in the north Brazil state of Mato Grosso where soil samples collected from empty nests revealed that the soil was “loaded with fungal spores,” noted Stimac.

“This is significant because we have been able to take the fungus from an area where it naturally occurs, culture it and introduce it into uninfected fire ant nests. The fungus grew inside the nest and killed the fire ants. This leads us to believe that this fungus can be adapted to Florida conditions,” Stimac stated.

The imported fire ant is well established in the southeast and has rapidly displaced native ant populations, he noted. Over $200 million has been spent in the southeast in an unsuccessful attempt to control or eradicate the imported fire ant with chemicals.

“Some of the chemicals previously used have been banned by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. This fungus is non-toxic to fish and mammals,” Stimac said. “It appears to be a time bomb in the nests,” he noted, adding that several strains are possible fire ant control candidates.

“Chemicals haven’t been successful. We’re trying to adapt what appears to be the natural control mechanism for fire ants in their homeland and make that control suitable for introduction here,” Stimac said.

The IFAS research was conducted under a recently signed five-year agreement with the University of Sao Paulo Agricultural School for mutual scientific and technical cooperation in biological control of pests.
The Links at Spanish Bay in Monterey, CA seeded with Jamestown chewings fescue

Jamestown
Chewings Fescue

For more than 300 years chewings fescues have been used on golf courses. Of all chewings fescue varieties, Jamestown developed by Dr. C.R. Skogley, University of Rhode Island, has earned an enviable reputation.

In national turfgrass evaluation trials, Jamestown has outperformed several well-known, commercially available fineleaf fescues:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jamestown</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koket</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennlawn</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enslava</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlight</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advantages of Jamestown Chewings Fescue
- Fine leaves
- Tills aggressively
- Dense, low growth
- Persists under low mowing
- Darker green
- Tolerates drought
- Excellent shade performance

For new greens
Mix Jamestown with bentgrass in a 50/50 mix by seed weight. Jamestown allows you to have your greens in play more quickly compared to 100% bentgrass seedings.

For repairs
Use 3-4 lbs. of Jamestown with ½ lb. of bentgrass per 1000 square feet for quick re-establishment of damaged areas.

For winter overseeding
Use Jamestown in a mix for overseeding Bermudagrass greens, tees and lawns.

NOTE: Jamestown Chewings Fescue is included as a component of Marvelgreen 3 + 1 and Marvelgreen Classic winter overseeding mixtures.

Lofts Seed Inc.
World's largest marketer of turfgrass seed
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
(201) 356-8700 • (800) 526-3890

Lofts/Great Western, Albany, OR (503) 928-3100 or (800) 547-4063
Sunbelt Seeds, Inc., Norcross, GA (404) 448-9932 or (800) 522-7333

To locate the Lofts distributor nearest you, call
(800) 526-3890 (Eastern U.S.) • (800) 547-4063 (Western U.S.)
THE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

By Bill Kent, Ph.D.

Bill Kent is an Associate Professor of Hotel, Restaurant, and Travel Administration at Georgia State University, a GSU Distinguished Professor, and author of numerous articles on the hotel and food service industries.

Money Talks,
But It Doesn't
Tell The Whole Story

A recent poll of 1,464 adult workers provided some interesting insight about how we feel about our jobs. Among those who claimed to like their jobs (the majority of those polled) 33 percent said the work itself was the aspect they liked the most, 25 percent described co-workers as the aspect most liked and only 12 percent said that wages turned them on the most.

Among those who disliked their jobs, a full 42 percent were unhappy with their wages. It seems that when people are not happy with what they do for a living, they turn to the wage issue as a channel of discontent. They may feel trapped in their jobs and think that more money would probably make them happy. It would; for about a month. Then the tedium, or a poor boss or a depressing future would reassert itself and discontentment would occur again.

Industrial psychologists have a word or two for this. They say when a person cannot find happiness in work itself he usually seeks enough money to buy happiness away from the job, and refer to it as extrinsic rewards. When someone finds contentment and satisfaction in the job itself, he experiences intrinsic rewards.

Fancy words, perhaps, but it takes no psychologist to convince us that the intrinsic pleasures of a job you love go a long way toward helping you achieve overall happiness. One study indicates a person's attitude toward their job has an impact on their overall health!

What can we learn from this? One thing we must not conclude is that pay is not important. We all know it is, but it becomes important relative to how strong a love affair we have with our work.

A lot of evidence is available that says an employer will seldom succeed in buying top performance and loyalty in employees. If the intrinsic rewards of the job are not there for the worker, he or she will never consistently perform up to potential.

Try thinking about using this knowledge in the following manner: (1) match new employees to their jobs as well as possible (find out the natural traits and skills of applicants and match these to those required in the job.), (2) closely monitor the performance levels of all employees (3) counsel with them and find out how they feel about what they do every day (raise the pay of top performers yes, before the usual raise date, they're worth it) (5) try to switch jobs among the poorer performers and (6) as a last resort, replace the poorer performers with new applicants whose skills and natural traits match your job openings. This isn't easy, but the psychologists would say you'd be a psychoceramic not to try. What's a psychoceramic? Why, a crackpot, of course.

SUPERINTENDENTS NEED TO SHARE KNOWLEDGE
Surveys Are The Best Tool

Dear Dan:

I am writing in hopes that the State Supt.Assoc. has a golf course wage survey that you could send to me. Like a lot of courses we have a labor problem. Part of it is due to low wages. A well documented wage survey would be a big help in improving the wage scale. The last survey I have on file is dated Dec. 1982.

While I am on the subject of surveys, I believe that the State Assoc. could do a valuable service for the superintendents of the state by conducting surveys on a great number of subjects. Such as wages, equipment (length of use, repair history, operating practices, etc.), insecticides (when and how different superintendents use them), herbicides (when, how, and what combinations are used in our areas, not at the universities in Florida, Georgia, and Texas, but by the golf course superintendents on their courses),

how do different courses handle golf cart traffic in wet weather, in high traffic areas such as the ends of the paths, how do they keep the carts on the paths at the tees and greens. There are many other subjects that could be addressed by the State Asso. that would be of immense benefit to the superintendents.

I believe that we must have long range research on many problems, but for a small part of the dues that are collected from the superintendents we could be helped on problems that could be corrected today. Surveys that can be filed together would be much more helpful than articles in a magazine that you have to search through stacks of magazines to locate the article.

Thank you,

Philip Ammann, Supt.
Bonaventure Country Club
It Shouldn't Be Like Rolling Dice.

We at Woodbury Chemical Company take no chances with your grass. We have the technical know-how to ensure green, healthy turf year round. We can provide horticultural programs and all the products you'll need: pesticides, fertilizers, adjuvants, seed, and more.

Why gamble? A call to Woodbury eliminates guesswork. After all, in the grass game you can't afford to play guessing games. Let Woodbury Chemical Company make you a winner.

Princeton, Florida
(305) 258-0421
Fla. Wats 800-432-3411

Boynton Beach, Florida
(305) 734-4441
Delray: (305) 449-4900
Deerfield: (305) 421-2393

Mt. Dora, Florida
(904) 383-2146
Fla. Wats 800-342-9234

Tampa, Florida
(813) 247-3621
Pinellas County: (813) 832-0017
Fla. Wats 800-282-2719

WOODBURY CHEMICAL COMPANY

PROFESSIONALS AT WORK FOR YOU
IRRIGATION CAN BE DEADLY

Last month we reported the appalling accident that befell Woodcote Park’s Head Greenkeeper Eric Green, when the cover blew off the box housing the control valve alongside the seventh green.

Eric is now recovering from his injuries and is well enough to take a two week holiday with his family.

Since the events of that July evening, when Mr. Green, accompanied by his wife Carol and their daughter were inspecting the updated irrigation system installed by British Overhead Irrigation Ltd., the club have employed an independent consultant to check the scheme and an investigation has commenced by the Health and Safety Executive.

Irrigation systems as was pointed out last month can be extremely dangerous if they do not meet the exacting standards laid down by the only controlling body in this country, the British Turf Irrigation Association.

One of the leading members, Bill Hawthorn of Watermation Ltd. has commented.

The horrific accident to Eric Green, Head Greenkeeper at Woodcote Park Golf Club resulting in facial injury occurred because of a failure of the plastic nipple underneath the manual hydrant. Failures of this nature are not uncommon if this method of installation is used. For this reason many years ago Watermation devised a different method of mounting valve assemblies at the greens having the hydrant supported on a metal nipple attached to a robust metal tee, in order to withstand the mechanical loads which inevitably are placed upon the hydrant when hoses are attached.

Toro, whose General Manager Peter Roberts is Chairman of the Association, has recently published a guide entitled ‘The Thinking Man’s Guide to Golf Course Watering’, a publication that all golf green committees should read before asking companies to submit tenders for irrigation systems.

Naturally this booklet is biased towards the Toro product as any sales literature should be in a competitive market.

Other systems, such as that marketed by Watermation, could suit a club equally as well. The club must seek tenders for the product that best fits their need within a price bracket they can afford.

What they must not do is to take the lowest price, without ensuring the system fully meets safety standards and their staff are not put in a position of danger.

We are publishing the photographs of Eric Green’s injuries, not from a sense of tabloid press sensationalism, but simply to bring home to Greenkeepers and those involved in Golf Club Management, the need to be ultra careful when dealing with water under extreme pressure.